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ABSTRACT

A stylistic analysis was implemented upon BLUR’s singles which were released

between 1995 and 1997, specifically during the Britpop Era. The main aim of this

study is to investigate the use of figurative language contained within the lyrics in

order to find out the band’s songwriting style throughout the years. Lyrics from the

songs will become the primary source of data, with context and interviews regarding

the songs serving as secondary data to give more insights to the analysis. Three songs

were chosen; Country House, Charmless Man, and Beetlebum, which were very

popular during the Britpop era, and considered as some of the best songs BLUR has

ever put out. Findings showed that the songwriting style of BLUR greatly differs

from one song to another, with Country House having the most amount of figurative

languages. Followed by Charmless Man as the second, and Bettlebum as the third.

Moreover, personification was found to be the most occurring figurative language

among all three songs, but it is not the most occurring in regards to each song.
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